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HELP FOR THE INEFFECTIVE READER
by James P. Tortelli
are then used to build up that weakness.
In order to be effective, Reading
Strategy Lessons must relate both to
the reader and to each other. The
following series of strategy lessons
were designed for and employed with
an effective fourth grade reader named
Anna to help her use her knowledge of
language to gain more meaning from
print:

With every yearly assessment of
reading, millions of children are discovered to be reading below the national norm for their grade. Millions of
dollars are spent trying to improve
their instruction. However, the following yearly assessment usually fails to
show significant increase in the reading
effectiveness of these children.
This situation is not only costly,
but frustrating. It is frustrating for
those government officials charged
with allocating funds for educational
programs, those administrators charged
with supervising the implementations
of these programs, those parents who
encourage their children to keep on
trying, those students who continually
fail no matter how hard they try, and
those teachers of reading who search
everywhere for some idea, material, or
method that will enable them to alter
these conditions.
In their attempts to instruct ineffective readers, teachers of reading
usually search every known avenue of
assistance. However, one resource frequently overlooked is the ineffective
reader himself. There is a human tendency among teachers to be so overwhelmed with the weaknessess of the
ineffective reader that they overlook
his strengths.
This writer's particular approach to
reading instruction is based upon the
Goodman Model of Reading and uses
the language strengths of the ineffective reader to build up his reading
weaknesses. To do so, Reading Strategy Lessons are designed and implemented. Reading Strategy Lessons are
planned reading situations that are
based upon the reader's linguistic
strengths and focus upon a particular
linguistic weakness. These strengths

STRATEGY LESSON ONE: Use of
Intuitive Knowledge of Oral Language
to Develop Awareness of its Relationship to Written Language

Since Anna is a speaker of English,
but fails to perceive the relationship
of speech to written language, the
language experience approach is used
with a topic in which Anna is interested. Anna sees and handles wood carvings from Africa. Then she dictates an
oral version of her experiences to the
teacher. The teacher records in writing
exactly what Anna says and the way
she says it. When it is completed, Anna
reads orally the story that she has dictated.
Following is the story Anna dictated and read orally:
Africa
The elephant is hungry. He wants
to eat.
The ostrich is racing the lion. The
lion wants to eat now some eggs.
The people is nice. They live in
Africa.
STRATEGY LESSON TWO: Use of
Intuitive Knowledge of the G rammatical Function of Words to Acquire Word
Meaning.

Having developed the awareness of
the relationship of oral to written
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iar story on tape. Her taped reading of
the story is played back ·to her while
she rereads the story silently. She is
directed to stop the tape recorder and
make corrections whenever she deems
it necessary.
As a result, many of the unexpected
readings are either corrected or modified ..

language (by telling a story that is
immediately recorded in writing) and
written to oral language ( oral reading),
Anna is encouraged to use this awareness to·facilitate her reading. A strategy
lesson is designed that uses her intuitive knowledge of language structure that she has naturally as a speaker of
the language - to help her acquire
meaning from written language. In this
lesson she uses her knowledge of sentence structure and word function,
i.e.: verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs,
prepositions, to comprehend and complete written sentences. Thus, Anna is
encouraged to use her knowledge of
how language works to figure out what
language has to say.
This goal is accomplished by taking
the same story that Anna dictated and
read in Strategy Lesson One and applying a modified doze procedure to
it. Care is taken that the words that
are deleted all have the same function.
In this instance, only major verbs are
deleted. Anna is instructed to complete the blanks with words that make
sense. This she does.
The modified material appears thus:
Africa
The elephant is hungry. He wants
to ___ .
The ostrich is racing the lion. The
lion _ _ _to eat now.
The people is nice. They_ _ in
Africa.

STRATEGY LESSON FOUR: Use of
Contextual Cues to Discriminate Between Significant and Insignificant Information.

To strengthen Anna's ability to discriminate between significant and insignificant written information, a story
is divided into three major portions.
Anna is directed to read each portion
separately and illustrate it upon completion. Once each portion has been
read and illustrated, she is directed to
illustrate the main idea of the entire
story. This reduces the concept load
and allows for the development of the
strategy of discriminating between significant and insignificant information.
STRATEGY LESSON FIVE: Use of
Contextual Cues to Build Word Concepts.

Since Anna has become aware of
the difference in semantic value of
various portions of written information, a strategy lesson is designed for
her use of this awareness not only to
detect the plot of a story or to determine the main idea of a portion of
written language, but also to use word
cues as clues to the mystery of the
meaning of unfamiliar words. In other
words, she is to use word cues to
develop word concepts.
To do this, Anna reads a series of
paragraphs descriptive of animals. Each
paragraph describes one animal. She is
then directed to underline key descriptive words, circle the word that tells
the kind of animal and illustrate the
paragraph. This series of paragraphs
begins with familiar names of familiar
animals and extends to unfamiliar
names of unfamiliar animals.

STRATEGY LESSON THREE: Use of
Contextual Cues to Develop Statement
of Correction of Disruptive Miscues.

As a result of the previous strategy
lesson, Anna is becoming more aware
of both the structural and semantic
function of words in context. This
awareness is now used to help her
develop a strategy of correction. Since
every miscue (unexpected response) is
not as disruptive of meaning as every
other, Anna is encouraged to correct
only those miscues that interfere with or are disruptive of - meaning.
To do this, Anna reads an unfamil62

An example of a descriptive paragraph concerning a familiar ani!11al
with a familiar name is the followmg:
Once upon a time, there was a
kitten named Kathy. She was very
small. The fur on her body was soft.
Her head, body, and legs were covered
with black shiny fur. But her four
paws were white and there was a spot
of white on the tip of her tail. She was
very pretty.
PICTURE
An example of a descriptive paragraph containing an unfamiliar n~me
of an unfamiliar animal is the followmg.
On a trip to the Detroit Science
Institute, the class in Room 218 saw
some gerbils. They were very small
and looked a lot like mice. They were
black and white. Their ears were real
small and their noses wiggled with their
long whiskers. The class had great fun
watching their tiny legs move. They
were surprised to learn that they had
no tails.
PICTURE
Not only did Anna need to apply
the same strategy of locati~g and relating contextually semantic information to build word, concepts to portions of written language, of varying
lengths and complexity, but she needed to develop a concept for words
that were unfamiliar both orally and
in writing. However, because she had
learned to locate and relate significant
semantic cues, she was able to complete this strategy lesson effectively.
This series of strategy lessons began
with the attempt to relate Anna's
knowledge of oral language to written
language. Once the awareness of the
relationship of the two was established,
it was used to help the reader use her
knowledge of the grammatical function
of words to acquire meaning. This ~se
of context was then used to help the
reader develop a strategy of correction
to be employed whenever meaning
was being lost. This awareness of the
semantic aspect of context was used

to distinguish between significant and
insignificant information, thus, reducing the memory load by detecting that
all written information was not of
equal value. Therefore, written language of little significance need not be
corrected when "misread". With this
awareness of the semantic significance
of certain key words, Anna was helped
to discover those key words and use
them to develop formerly unfamiliar
word concepts.
Annas was moved from an initial
awareness of the linguistic significance
of written language, to the semantic
value of it, to the development of a
correction strategy, to critical reading,
to the use of key words, to building
concepts.
Anna moved from appreciating written language as language to critical
reading and reading for information.
She used what she already knew ab_out
language as a speaker to incr~ase her
effectiveness as a speaker to mcrease
her effectiveness as a reader.
Help had arrived for this ineffective
reader. Will it arrive for others?
(James P. Tortelli is a teacher in the Detroit
Public Schools.)
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